
Slug shotgun COUNTRY ST TACTICAL Cal 12/76
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-17417-Slug-shotgun-COUNTRY-ST-TACTICAL-Cal-
12-76

SKU Designation French Law Caliber Chamber (mm) Shots Trigger Ejection Chokes MSRP

PCKMC269T

PACK SLUG ST TACTICAL
12/76+MICRO DOT
1X20RD+CART. OF

STOCK+MD416 

C cal. 12  76 mm  2  SMT  Ext.  Fix  749.00 € incl. tax

A rifle, red dot, tactical bandolier and ammunition set for defense!
Pack consisting of:

1 Country ST tactical shotgun superimposed with short barrels
1 heavy duty RTI tubular red dot
1 stock cartridge pouch for 5 cartridges
1 box of 5 cartridges with long range rubber bullets.

Be careful, rubber bullets are deadly up to 15 m! 

The Country MC269T Tactical ST is a resolutely modern and tactical bullet shooting rifle.

Superimposed barrels with cylindrical fixed choke
Composite stock and tulip forend for excellent resistance to wet environments
Shock-absorbing butt plate
Lightweight ergal rocker with black finish
Selective single trigger
21mm Weaver rail on top of the receiver for mounting an optic or red dot
21 mm weaver rail at the muzzle of the barrel for mounting accessories such as lamp or laser

A modern slug with its black composite elements and a tactical dimension thanks to its compactness and
Weaver rails for mounting optics and accessories.

Compact and light, it will allow you to take dazzling shots at a company of wild boars crossing in front of
you.

Its composite stock and handguard also provide excellent resistance to bad weather and humid and marshy
environments. The composite also provides great resistance to impacts and scratches.

In addition, the composite material requires little maintenance and will last over time.
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With the COUNTRY ST TACTICAL you will be able to hunt big game on a drive, especially during the
autumn and winter period without fear of damaging it.

A robust quality rifle, resistant to the worst treatment you will subject it to.

Be careful, rubber bullets are deadly up to 15 m!

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


